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The LACF depends for its income entirely on
members and supporters. Please consider leaving the LACI-'
legacy in your will: it is a charitable
organization and all legacies to it are exempt from Capital Transfer Tax and aggregation without
limit. Bequests can take the form of a lump sum or the residue or a fraction of your estate. Some
members might prefer to consider leaving works of fine or decorative art but is you contemplate
doing this it would be helpful if you would please seek the advice of the Secretary who can let you
know if any item will fit into the permanent collection of the Leeds City Art Galleries. The
following would be a suitable form of words to send to your solicitor for inclusion in your will:
LEGACIFS TO THF LEEDS ART COLLECTIONS I-'UND

'I bequeath to the Leeds Art Collections Fund of Temple Newsam
free of all

............

House, Leeds, a legacy of

taxes'he

Hon Solicitor of the

LACF is

always happy to advise potential

benefactors.

of rhe oldest supporting hoches for the visual arrs in Great Brita>n, a source of
regular funds for buying works of art for the Leeds collections. Why not idenrify yourself with rhe Arr Gallery, Temple
Ncwsam House ancl Lotherton Hall, receive )our Arts Ci)endur free, receive invitations ro all functions, private vie>vs and
orginized visirs to pl.sees of interest. Membership >s open to everyone on payment of a minimum annual subscripnon of E>o;
those under so years of age can become a Young Friend for (S. There is also a «oncessionary joinr membership For rs and life
membership For (> so per person or fzzs joint. Corporate membership For organizations is zs. IF you would like to join simply
complete an application form and send it with your remitta>ice I'0 the Hon. Secretary, Leeds Art Cnllections Fund, Temple
Newsam House, Leeds IS>S oAF. Telephone 6Ayszr.
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EDITORIAL
The Henry Moore Institute, with its imposing
green granite facade, which has been likened to a
work of minimalist sculpture, opened on zr April
r~yq3. Created out of three early Victorian wool
merchants'ouses, it occupies zo,ooo square feet
of space on four floors and is linked to the City
Art Gallery by a bridge. The whole of the first
floor is given over to the re-located Henry Moore
Centre for the Study of Sculpture, which was set
up in the Art Gallery in rg8z and funded in
between the City and the Henry
partnership
Moore Foundation. The space which housed the
old Study Centre has been refurbished as display
galleries on two levels. The offices of The Henry
Moore Sculpture Trust, directed by Robert
Hopper, occupy the second floor, its basic aim
being to advance the education of the public by
promoting their appreciation of sculpture. In
addition to providing funds for the Study Centre,
the Trust also operates a large sculpture studio
and exhibition space at Dean Clough, Halifax;
finances a post-graduate MA course in Sculpture
Studies at Leeds University; has supplied funding
for the revival of the Gregory Fellow Sculpture
Fellowship at the University; organizes major
exhibitions (the opening show being devoted to
Romanesque
sculpture); produces publications
and awards grants to outside bodies for projects
relating to sculpture. It is a triumph that the
Institute has been set up in Leeds and we are
proud of its close links with the Art Gallery. Art
museums cannot today simply continue operating
in the way they were functioning ro years ago, it
is vital for the future to establish dynamic partnerships. In return for the substantial grant from
the Foundation, Leeds City Council itself makes
significant contributions towards the annual running costs. It is very much a two-way bargain.
Many members will already have heard that
Dr Terry Friedman has decided to leave after
z4 years of high achievement, initially as Keeper
of Decorative Art Studies, based at Temple
Newsam, and since r~y8z as Principal Keeper of
the City Art Gallery and Keeper of the HMCSS.
He is an exceptionally
able professional
art
historian; James Gibbs's modern biographer; a
world authority on sculpture but also possessing
a versatile knowledge of the fine and decorative

arts. He has been a frequent contributor

to the
Leeds Arts Calendar, published memorable exhibition catalogues which have become standard
works of reference, and launched the acclaimed
Studies in the History of Sculpture series. Terry
is a great enthusiast
with boundless
energy,
always very willing to share his expertise and
connoisseurship with colleagues and students. His
lively company and refined taste will be greatly
missed.
Last October, due entirely to the vigilance and
zeal of Anthony Wells-Cole, we succeeded in
tracing and buying a large and impressive pair of
mid-r 8th century Brussels tapestries, depicting
scenes from the life of Moses, which we believe
hung originally at Carlton House, London, and
were given in about r8o6 by the Prince Regent to
Lady Hertford, with whom he fancied he was in
love. She created a special interior at Temple
Newsam for them in the Terrace Room and they
were displayed there until the razz sale, when
Lord Halifax removed them to London. After
being excavated from a blitzed building during
the war, they were taken to Washington and, in
due course, appeared in the saleroom in r9g6 and
from view.
again in r~y6r, before disappearing
Happily, they were spotted last Autumn amongst
the contents of Stackallan, a country house near
Dublin, being auctioned by Christie's, still, by
good fortune, in remarkably unfaded condition.
With the help of government
grants and the
National Art Collections Fund, Leeds purchased
them for fez,ooo
a very favourable price. They
are, at present, hung once again in the Terrace
Room, but will need to go away for conservation
in the near future.
It is also pleasant to report that Marlene Black
recently decided to let the LACF take possession
now of Jacob Epstein's important bronze portrait
bust of her late husband, George, who was our
Chairman for so many years. We warmly appreciate her waiving her life interest in this fine
sculpture, which is now on display at the Art
Gallery. On a more domestic note, we have just
completely re-wired Temple Newsam and will
shortly be renewing the air-conditioning plant at
the City Art Gallery
it is very expensive to
maintain the technology of a modern art museum.

ATKINSON GRIMSHAW, FRANK HOLL
AND FALLEN WOMEN
PHILIP MCEVANSONEYA

there is a dearth of precise
factual information regarding the life and artistic
career of Atkinson Grimshaw (z8g6 —
qg). Instead
there is much myth and supposition. In his recent
book on the artist, Alexander Robertson used
highly astute visual analysis to sketch in the
as an
background to Atkinson's development
artist, in the absence of factual material.'e
hypothesised that Atkinson had been exposed to
the influence of painting in the Pre-Raphaelite
that is from just about
style during the z86os
his earliest days as a painter. In due course, this
As is well known,

r

Frank Holi, Deserted, RA rsy4, untraced, oil on canvas 44" x

was superseded by different influences (such as
that of J.J. Tissot) on his style and subject matter.
In his essay in the catalogue published on the
occasion of the Grimshaw exhibition in zy79,
David Bromfield suggested that in the z8yos,
as the Pre-Raphaelite
influence
diminished,
Grimshaw found new source material in illustrated journals such as the Illustrated London
News which he used in paintings of London and
elsewhere.'iven

that Grimshaw was exhibiting in London
from about z8p4, it might be assumed that he

66, reproduced

From the Art journul,

XV (rsy6), p. 9

Frank Holi, "London Sketches
$ 9a 93

t873, pp

3 Atkinson

Grimshaw,

—The Foundling",

wood engraving,

Reflections on tlie Thames: Westminster,

i t

'rz" x t9'r',", reproduced

from T/ie Grap/nc,

r88o, 3o" >< 3o", Leeds City Art Galleries

z6 April

visited the city before he took his studio in Chelsea
in the mid-188os. This would explain Grimshaw's
production of London scenes in the period ct88o,
that is before his brief installation in Chelsea in
z88g.'owever, bearing Bromfield's point in
mind, it would not have been necessary for
Grimshaw to have visited London to paint parts
of it: his knowledge could have been acquired at
second hand. Indeed there is now some evidence
to show that Grimshaw had an interest in the
short-lived, so-called "social realist" style which

on scenes of metropolitan low-life
and which first appeared, in a form Grimshaw
may have known, in the illustrated weekly paper,
The Graphic, established in z869.
"Social realism" is associated closely with the
work of three artists, Luke Fildes (z843 —I92.7),
Frank Holi (z84g —
88) and Hubert Herkomer
(z849 —z9z4), especially their paintings of the
z87os and z88os. Fildes's Applicants
for
admission to a casual ward (z874, Egham, Royal
Holloway and Bedford New College) had been a
cause celebre when exhibited as the Royal
Academy in z874 and this work sign-posted
followed
the path he, Holi and Herkomer
intermittently
during the next fifteen years or
so.4 Grimshaw, however, seems to have been
especially interested in a work by Holi, Deserted,
exhibited at the Royal Academy in z874, in which
year Grimshaw first exhibited there.'he present
whereabouts
of this work remain untraced,
although fortunately it was engraved in z876"
(Plate t). However, Grimshaw need not have seen
the painting in London: it was developed from a
The
large wood-engraving, "London Sketches
Foundling", drawn by Holi and published in The
Graphic in z873 (Plate
engraving was
accompanied by a short explanatory text which
described the scene: a fallen woman" has abandoned her child in a place where it will be easily
discovered, intending to drown herself in the
Thames (a notice on the post beside her reads
"GO BEY[OND]
DROW[NED]"), but the
sight of her child in the arms of the policeman
"rearouses her motherly instincts". The Graphic
located the scene at Bankside, a very run-down
area on the southern hank of the Thames. It
is given some topographical
accuracy by the
inclusion of the looming bulk of St. Paul's
Cathedral in the top right-hand corner. As has
been remarked, St. Paul's became a leitmotif in
the backgrounds to scenes of prostitution and
fallen

concentrated

interest in Holi's drawing and/or
the painting that it was turned into can be gauged
from the fact that, in a previously unnoticed
borrowing, he copied the figures of the policeman
gesturing with his thumb and the woman carrying
the basket in his painting Reflections on the
Thames: Westminster
(z88o, Leeds City Art
Galleries, Plate 3 and Cover). This work shows
the Victoria Embankment
near the Houses of
Parliament in the moonlight. The Embankment
had been built only comparatively recently
in
and was still the focus of great pride.
z864 —
7o
However, it soon became the haunt of prostitutes
and street-vendors, such as the lone female figures
Grimshaw shows.
The apparently well-dressed women shown in
the foreground and middle-ground
would have
to Victorian viewers as
been unmistakable
prostitutes,
precisely because they are welldressed but unaccompanied. The way in which
the foreground figure looks reflectively out at the
river (which as Robertson has noted allows a play
on the words of the title)" may be taken as
evidence of Grimshaw's awareness of the role of
the Thames in the mythology of prostitution.
Visual representations
of that mythology often
took their stimulus from Thomas Hood's poem
The Bridge of Sighs (z844) which related the
suicide by drowning of a young prostitute." Hood
for her death and
held society responsible
called for better understanding of fallen women.
Numerous re-publications of the poem helped in
the creation in the popular imagination of the
idea that the "fallen woman" was doomed to an
early death, probably by suicide, and probably by
drowning in the Thames. Hood's poem and other
written and visual sources made a convention of
the connection between the regretful prostitute
and the river.
The figure of the policeman is interesting
because the police are not a common subject in
art." The police have been described as "the new
when
professional agents of order and control"
present in such images. In both the images by Holi
and Grimshaw the officer is telling the woman
vendor to move along, but in Grimshaw's he is
saying it to her rather than to the, prostitutes. A
more passive policeman was also included by
Grimshaw in Leeds Bridge (z88o, Leeds City Art

women.'rimshaw's

2.).'he

...

"

Galleries).'4
Although the connection detailed here between
Grimshaw
and Holi may seem slight, it is
significant in that it adds something precise to

our knowledge of Grimshaw's artistic interests.
Other works by him from the period in which
Reflections on the Thames was painted, such as
Reflections on the Aire: On Strike (t87ci, private
collection)" also indicate an interest in "social
realist" themes, that is in the new artistic trend
fostered by a generation of metropolitan artists
slightly younger than Grimshaw. Despite this,
explicit social comment is rare in Grimshaw's
work: his prime interests lie in composition and
the effects of light.
NOTI-.S

i. Alexander

r9.

Robertson, Atkinson Grimsh«u, Oxford, rr988.

z. David Bromfield, Atkinson Gnmsliriu'836 —i893, ex. cat.,

Leeds, City Art Gallery, Southampton Art Gallery and
Liverpool, Walker Art Gallery, t979—
go, pp. tz, i6.
3. The context of Grimshaw's London scenes is discussed
and Vrban
by Will Vaughan, "London Topographers
Change", in Ira Bruce Nadel and F.S. Schwarzbach (eds),
Victorian Artists and the City: A Collection of Critical
Ess«ys, Oxford, t98o, pp. 99—
77.
y. On this subject see Julian Treuherz et ril., Hard Times:
Social Realism in Victorian Art, London, r 987.
3. Deserted, number F87 in the exhibition, measured
yy" x 66" and was bought for goo guineas by Henry Hill
of Brighton, a regular purchaser of Holls: A.M. Reynolds,
Tlie Life and Work of Fraiik Holi, London, i9iz,,
z4. An earlier work by Holi, "I am the
pp. tz. 3—
resurrection and the life" (The Village Funeral), of t87z.
(ys" x 63") is in the collection of Leeds City Art Galleries

( i. 6/ i 89') .
6. Its provenance is: Hill sale, Christie's zS May i889 (r3z)
bt. McLean (a dealer) Tv336; anonymous sale, Christie's,
3o May r89t (ioo), bt. Agnews Sr78.ios.; Robert Wharton
sale, Christie's, i8 March i899 (6y), bt. Bertram Bz.io;

Isaac Lewis sale, Knight Frank 5c Rutley, rz May i9i9
(79), illustrated in the catalogue. A preparatory sketch, in
oil, zr'ry" x 3o", is in a private collection: Treuherz, Hard
Times, no. 66.
7. The Graphic, z6 April r873, pp. 392.—93, fi/, x t9/,".
"London Sketches" was the collective title for a
long-running
series of metropolitan
images. Fildes and
Herkomer also developed paintings from illustrations they
had contributed to Tlie Graphic.

Graphic text (]Anon], "The Foundling",
The
Graphic, z6 April i873, p. 386) refers to hcr as another
moth who has rushed into the flame, that is has been
deceived, seduced and abandoned by an inconstant lover
and left with "the burden of the sin". The Grrtphic
heavy-handedly
slots Holi's drawing into two contexts:
the constructed
social convention
of the seduction—
desertion —
suicide cycle and the debates over an acknowledged social problem, infanticide and child abuse. On the
former see Lynda Nead, "Seduction, prosntution, suicide:
On the Brink by Alfred Elmore", Art History 9 (i98z), pp.
3io—zz, and on the latter see Lionel Rose, The Mrissacre
of the Innocents: Infanticide in Britain rgoo —r939,
London, i.986.
Susan P. Casteras, lm«ges of Victorian Womanhood in
English Art, London, i987, pp. io7, i 3 I.
Robertson, Atkinson Grimsharv, p. 8z..
The poem was based on a real event: Alvin Whitely,
"Thomas Hood and the Times", Times I.rterary Suppleinent, i7 May i937, p. 3o9. See also Lynda Nead, Myths
of Sexiralityi Representations of Women in Victorian
Britain, Oxford, t988, pp. i68—
69, i77.
The fact that Grimshaw's
father had once been a
policeman (Robertson, Atkinson Griinshriu, p. tr) may
not be relevant.
Peter Keating, "Words and pictures: Changing Images of
the Poor in Victorian Britain", in Treuherz, Hard Times,
P. I 30.
Reproduced by Robertson, Atkinson Grimsli«u „Pl. 73.
However this figure does not appear in thc small version
of the work; see Atkinson Grimshau i836—r89b ex. cat.,
London, Richard Green Gallery, r99o, no. r7.
Reproduced by Robertson, Atkinson Grimshaus Pl. 73.
Like Reflections on the Thames this work includes a lone
of a constant in Atkinson's work)
figurc (something
looking in reverie at the river. Similar figures are also
found in: Under tlie Hollies, Roirndhay Park, I.eeds
(t87z, private collection), Meditation (c. i879n private
collection), Rouen at Night (i878, private collection) and
Scarhorough from Seats near the Grand Hotel (i 878,
pnvate collection), amongst others: Robertson, Pls zs, 33,
38, sr.
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SOME BEDROOMS AND DRESSING ROOMS
AT TEMPLE NEWSAM
ANTHONY

WELLS-COLE

The programme of restoring the interiors of
Temple Newsam which was begun in t98y
(with the aim of removing unsympathetic
I94os
alterations and reinstating original features) has

reached the first-floor bedchambers and dressing
rooms in the west wing. This work has revealed
much information which can be used to reconstruct the appearance of these rooms throughout
the four centuries in which the house was
privately owned.

The t6th century house
Temple Newsam in the mid t6th century was
little short of a royal palace. Built by Thomas
Lord Darcy around taboo, it belonged to the
Crown (Henry VIII) from typal to lg44 when it
was granted to the King's niece, Margaret Tudor
and her husband, the Earl of Lennox, parents of
Henry Lord Darnley; after his death in ry65 it
again belonged to the Crown (Elizabeth I and
james I), until it was granted to Ludovick Stuart,
second Duke of Lennox. The west wing (with
which we are concerned here) always contained
the principal private chambers. It was largely
symmetrical
with, on each floor, a central
chamber
stretching
from the west to the
courtyard side to the east. On the ground floor
this was something like a Great Chamber (the
Great Hall was in the traditional
position
between the staircase and the domestic offices
kitchen, pantry, buttery, larders etc.
in the
south wing); on the upper floors this central room
was an important bedchamber flanked by other
apart- ments and closets in an arrangement which
it is not easy now to unravel.
The earliest plan of the house (Plate 4), which
only dates from around t8go, shows the rooms
with their then-current
names. From south to
north (top downwards) they are the Blue Striped
Room and Dressing Room with smaller closet,
the Blue Damask Room and Dressing Room,
Capt. Meynell's Room with associated closet, and
two further rooms to the north. With the

exception of the passage on the courtyard side
(probably introduced in the tyth century) and the
principal staircase (moved here in the t8th) the
floor-plan is essentially the early Tudor one.
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The first floor of the west wing at Temple Newsam,
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The Blue stupe(f Roolll CI9z$

Many of the rooms extended across the house
from west to east and it was therefore necessary
to walk from one room to another via arched
brick doorways, all of which survive on the west
side behind later work, while those on the east
side have been obliterated by the later passage.
The rooms at the extreme corners were added
by Sir Arthur Ingram after he bought Temple
Newsam in t6zz, so the south wall of the Blue
Striped Room and the north wall of Capt.
Meynell's Room may originally have been outer
walls of the early-Tudor
building. The Blue
Striped Room may have spanned the house from
west to east but the Blue Striped Dressing Room
off
may always have had a room partitioned
beside it on the courtyard side. However, a
massive spinal wall containing
the chimney
flues separates Capt. Meynell's room from its
neighbour, which retains traces of the arched
communicating
door, an arched fireplace and

early-Tudor ceiling patterned with wooden ribs;
its walls are simply brick with the thinnest of
plaster skims and a timber wall-plate around the
room with its centre about zy inches below the
ceiling and t t feet y inches above the floor. This
is a feature of all the rooms investigated here and
must have been for hanging textiles
tapestries
in the grander
rooms, more utilitarian wool
fabrics in the lesser rooms
up to the middle of
the j 8th century.
Early-Tudor masonry is to be found in all these
rooms although this has of course been overlaid
by later work and the windows have been altered
at least twice, to Georgian sashes in the mid z8th
century and back to mullions and transoms in the
t8gos, sometimes with changes of dimensions. On
the canted corners of the window bay in the Blue
Striped Room the plaster shows traces of colour,
and high up on the south wall, concealed by later
work, a plain plaster surface rises to a moulded

6 The Blue Striped Room after the alterations of t943 —44, before cork floor tiles were laid

oak member which may be a rudimentary
cornice; plain timbers to which tapestry hangings

might have been fixed have been found wherever
the early wall-surface is still visible.
Original fireplaces have been seen behind later
work in the Blue Striped Dressing Room, the Blue
Damask Room, its Dressing Room and the Dark
Room next to Capt. Meynell's; they may be
in the other
concealed behind wall-boarding
rooms as well. No attempt seems to have been
made to place them symmetrically, for the walls
either side of the fireplaces are of different lengths.
The Blue Damask Room was in Tudor times one
of the most important interiors in the house: it
has a truly giant stone fireplace lintel with brick
relieving arch over it (see Plate zz) and the jambs
of the window bay are finely moulded with
clustered shafts identical to those of the east
a
bay which is now part of the Oak Passage
handsome timber lintel similar to those in the
rooms immediately above and below is certainly
concealed behind later framing, while Lord
Darcy's crest was at some time pencilled on the
stonework to the left of the bay.

Capt. Meynell's Room preserves some of its
early-Tudor floor beneath the existing boards.
The room is spanned by two main beams running
east-west, coinciding with the opening of the
window bay. The floor joists all run north-south,
at z4 to zS inch centres, and are of oak, chamfered
underneath
with a beaked stop, and rebated
above to take the floor-boards. The rebate is
approximately z/ inches deep, the boards vary
between r r and t2. inches wide, and g to 4 inches
of the floor joists must have remained visible
between the boards. This floor was more or less
intact in the bay (Plate zy) but elsewhere the joists
had sagged so the boards were at some time
removed and the joists packed to take newer
conventionally
at rightfloorboards
running
angles across them. There was no paint on the
underside of joists or boards in the z6th century.
Across the corner of the west and north walls of
the room (and in those above and below) was an
opening which led either to a privy- or staircasetower.
It is impossible to be sure which these rooms
are in the inventory
of zg6g when Temple

L
7 The Blue Striped Dressing Room
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in tg38

Newsam was confiscated by the Crown: they
may have included "Lord Dernleys Chambr"
"sixe peces of tapistrie of
which contained
huntynge and hawkinge", "The Ladies Chambre
Tenne peces of old tapestrie with cunductes
[fountains or conduits]", "The Nurcerie. Thre
peces of olde tapestrie, blacke and white
two olde peces of tapestrie of olde imagery
five peces of olde tapestrie of conductes
"Therles Bedchambre
one pece of tapestrie of
huntynge and hawkinge
they may be
another group of rooms, including: "The Highe
Wardroppe. Eight old peces of tapestrie lynyd
The Chambr on the Sowthe side the
five peces of olde hanginges of
Wardroppe
imagery

...

'I
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..."

...

The r7th century
The most noticeable change Sir Arthur Ingram
made to this part of the house, after he had
bought Temple Newsam in r6zz, was to fill in
the angles at the south-west and north-west
corners. The former continued the two-storey
arrangement
of the south wing and does not
concern us, but the latter added one room (which
I have labelled Ante Room on the plan, Plate y),
a staircase which will not be mentioned again for
it is now entirely late r8th century, and the end
of Sir Arthur's new Gallery, which will be noticed
only after it became a separate room in the rygos.
Following a late r6th century innovation seen
in the drawings
of John Thorpe and Robert
Smythson to enhance circulation and personal

8 The Blue Striped Dressing Room after the alterations

in r9yq

9 Fragment of Jacobean plaster frieze
behind rgth century
Dressing Room

wall linings

Found in r989
in the Blue Striped

privacy, Sir Arthur probably created a passage
which ran most of the courtyard side of the west
wing of the house: it was certainly in existence in
in the centre by the
t6Syc but was still interrupted
Blue Damask Room, bercoming continuous only

—qy
in the mid t8th century. It was lit by means of
two new canted bay windows which contrast
with the rectangular or five-sided bays of the
early-Tudor house, and at least two rooms had
to be provided with internal windows to borrow
light from across the new passage; these are seen
on the t8yos plan. However, more than two Dark
Rooms or lobbies as they were known at the time
may have been created, for the t666 inventory
lists a lobby with every room in this part of the
house: either the Blue Damask Dressing Room or
the Blue Striped Room must have been divided.
The Blue Striped Room betrays no evidence of
its Jacobean decoration but the new Passage may
have created a lobby out of an adjoining room on
side. Substantial
the courtyard
lengths of a
Jacobean plaster frieze survive behind Georgian
plasterwork in the Blue Striped Dressing Room,
above and to the left of the present chimneypiece
(Plate rl) and in the little wall-cupboard formed
of the Blue
in the angle of the chimney-breast
Damask Room next door. This frieze consists of

io Pencilled inscription found

m tvttv pasted

to the lining hoarcls

a conventional running pattern with cast flowers
and leaves. The adjoining lobby must have been
given two internal windows with mullions which
show up on the t8Sos plan before the alterations
of t88y in which they were removed.
The Blue Damask Room in Jacobean times still
extended from west to east as the bricks of the
east wall are t8th century in date.'ir Arthur
Ingram altered the room considerably, reducing
the fireplace in size and setting up a chimneypiece
and wooden overmantel, attached to timber plugs
cut into the masonry. The profile of chimneypiece
and overmantel
can be seen outlined against
vertical strips of red-painted
plaster which
covered the brick walls in the spaces between the
tapestries. He also added a deep plaster frieze
decorated with flowers and leaves and attached
to the timber wall-plate
traces of this have
been found on the north wall. The clustered
shafts of the window bay jambs were marbled in
green and white, either at this time or in the late
tyth century redecoration of the house.
Some similar features have been found in the

in the Blue Striped

Dressing Room

Blue Damask Dressing Room, too, during redecoration in ty9t —
gz.. Part of the early-Tudor
stone fire-arch survives intact beneath a brick
relieving arch which was disturbed perhaps when
the chimney was lined in the teeth century. Sir
Arthur Ingram again set up a wooden chimneypiece with overmantel
in front of the earlier
fire-arch, leaving little of it visible except the
spandrels which were given painted decoration.
The walls either side were plastered and the
profile or shadow of the chimneypiece
and
overmantel was painted on this in a dark reddish
brown to give it still greater prominence, rather
as some wall-monuments
were in churches.'he
door from the new passage was nearly in the
middle of the end wall rather than in the corner
as it is now.
Capt. Meynell's Room must have been altered
by Sir Arthur Ingram for he built on the two
rooms in the north-west corner of the house,
obliterating the polygonal privy or staircase tower
with its angled entry from this room. Instead, an
arched door opened into the new Ante Room

to Jo. Hibert for X4y). There was a general
redecoration in the z68os
a substantial
bill

survives from Henry Long
and by zyo2., when
another inventory was taken after the death of
Arthur, third Viscount Irwin, these rooms had
textile wallhangings of one kind or another:
In the Blew Chamber

[perhaps Capt. Meynell's on the
t85os plan; alternatively the Blue Damask Dressing
Room]
blew cheyney hangings [a dyed worsted
fabric popular in the tyth and r8th centuries,
sometimes
watered,
and related to moreen and

...

...

harateen]
In the Mohaire Chamber
[the Blue
Damask Room]
In the Green
cheyney hangings
Chamber [perhaps the Blue Striped Dressing Room]
Cheny Hangings

...
...

...

...

There is much difficulty over which room was
the "Blew Chamber". Capt. Meynell's Room
certainly had blue paintwork of late zyth century
date, but in the inventory of zy4o this room was
certainly "Lady Jenkinson Room" while the
"Blue Room In Midle Passage" was almost
certainly the Blue Damask Dressing Room.

t t The Blue Damask Room cx9oo. The Ear! of Halifax

and the space beyond it which almost certainly
formed the west end of his new Gallery occupying
the entire length of the north wing. Above the
present ceiling, which is lower than the original,
the character of the smaller room in the zyth
century can be seen. Its south wall abuts the brick
outside wall of Darcy's house and is of timber
construction with lath and plaster. The room
probably extended six feet further east than it
does now and its plastered walls rise without a
cornice to a completely plain plaster ceiling.
The z666 inventory taken on the death of
Sir Arthur's younger son, Henry Ingram, first
Viscount Irwin, shows that all these rooms
were bedchambers, most being hung with five
tapestries (the Blue Damask room had eight).
There is no description of their subjects, but the
sale that followed in z6py described one such set
of five tapestries as "Story of Moses" (and valued
them at 53r,: eventually they were knocked down

The z8th century
Although some work was undoubtedly done in
these rooms during the first two decades of the
z8th century
at least one bolection-mould
chimneypiece was introduced
the family lost
heavily in the collapse of the South Sea Company
in zy2.o. So there would have been little money
available to spend on redecorating the house,
whose character is recorded in an inventory dated
zy36: perhaps the most notable furnishings were
the pieces of Chinese porcelain displayed in the
room in the taste initiated by Queen Mary in the
Water Gallery at Hampton Court in the late zyth
century: the Mohair Room had "Some China
over Chimneypiece, (to wit) z8 pieces of different
Sorts, some broke", while the Dressing Room
next door contained "zp China Pieces of divers
Sorts".'enry,

seventh Viscount Irwin, and his wife
began an expensive
campaign of redecoration in the late zy3os which saw the long
Jacobean Gallery in the north wing subdivided
and the great Picture Gallery constructed, with a
bedchamber at the west end and a Palladian-style
Library at the east end, all to the designs of the
architect Daniel Garrett.
In the west wing, the Middle Passage was
extended to run the whole length of the west
wing, the present east wall of the Blue Damask

Anne,

tz The Blue Damask Room stripped for redecoration
chimneypiece of c. iy39, and the jih-door on the left

in rv9s, sh<iwing

Room probably being constructed when the New
Still Room below was shortened by an equivalent
wall between June z738 and November t739
by the mason Richard Jenkinson of Wakefield.
The passage was being plastered between z738
and z7y2. and was continuous by t7qg although
either plain or unfinished: a plasterer's specification, signed T.P. for Thomas Perritt and dated
March z7yg, lists enrichments which were
probably never carried out:

the carly-Tudor

lire arch, the profilc of thc

cost of the workmanship alone. All the rooms we
are looking at were relatively plain, too, although
and
some new plasterwork,
chimneypieces
decorative schemes were introduced; documents
also suggest that in l737 —
38 tri-partite Venetian

windows

were

installed

in

the

Blue

Striped

The long passage at Temple Newsam all to be groyn'd
except the parts opposite the three great windows,
those three parts and the sofeat of the windows to have
an enriched Ovolo at top of the cove, a plain cornice
and plain impost, t 8 Measks, the impost 5c walls below
to be done in finishing, the other work all white, the
Pillasters to be wood Bc all to be finished according to
Mr Garrett's design

...

In fact, the plasterwork surviving behind the later
tilth century oak panelling is absolutely plain in
character so this grandiose classical scheme was
perhaps abandoned for lack of the 62.7 estimated

t3 Fragment of tsth century rococo-gothick
found in the Blue Damask Room in tvvt

wallpaper

t4 Thc Blue Damask Room as restored io tg9g. Photo Mark Fiennes

Dressing Room and the Blue Damask Dressing
Room by the same Wakefield mason, Richard
Jenkinson, the sashes being made and fixed by
Henry Atkinson, a Leeds joiner."
The inventory taken in zy4o, after this work
had begun, gives some idea of how the rooms
looked. As usual, it is difficult to be sure which
room is which. Starting at the south end of the
series, the Blue Striped Room was probably
the "Nursery" which had "Old green Room
hangings"; the Dark Room adjoining had a bed
with "Old Blue Stuff [wool] hangings"; the Blue
Striped Dressing Room was actually the dressing
room to the Blue Damask Room and had "green
and white stuff Room hangings", perhaps hung
in panels in a timber frame painted to simulate
white veined marble
its lining boards reemerged when the room was returned to its
historic state from November tct89). The ceiling

form
may have been given its compartmented
during these j y5os alterations.
The Blue Damask Room continued to be called
the "Mohair Room" as it had been in the zp56
inventory (from the hangings of its bed) but was
completely remodelled having been reduced in
size by the width of the new passage created in
zygo. The room itself was probably finished
around ty4z.'he decorative plaster frieze added
by Sir Arthur Ingram in the t65os was hacked off
and a new cornice installed. As in the dressing
room, the walls were framed in timber painted
to simulate white marble veined in grey" and
the room received "Brown window hangings
Camblet. Brown Stuff hangings for the Room",
the latter hung only in the spaces between the
marbled timber frames. The north and east walls
had one enormous panel each, the west (window)
wall two vertical panels either side of the bay;

the fireplace wall had a large panel to the left of
the chimneypiece, a smaller to the right, with a
the curved
painting above the chimneypiece;
profile of the z739 chimneypiece'an
be seen
lower down with marks of husk-chains very much
in the manner of a design in James Gibbs's Book
of Architecture published in London in z7z8.
The three doors in the room also had overdoor
pictures, possibly the medium-size Italian battlescenes or shipwrecks by Antonio Marini later
hung in the Picture Gallery. Altogether the room
contained "zo Family Pictures, 6 other Pieces of
Old painting", so most would have hung against
the panels of "brown stuff" on the walls.
The Blue Damask Dressing Room was the
"Blue Room in Midle Passage" and took its name
probably from the bed "wth blue Stuff Hangings
lin'd with Yellow Silk". If this is indeed the room
known to Henry Lord Irwin as the Blue Room
it was being plastered by Thomas Perritt (who
called it the Old Nursery, probably in error) in
z746. This work must have included the deep
plaster cornice with its three mouldings, and
perhaps the moulded panels of the ceiling, but not
the low relief rococo decoration
which is
stylistically of the z76os.
Capt. Meynell's Room was certainly "Lady
Jenkinson Room" and was occupied by Viscount
Irwin's sister-in-law: it had "z bed wth yellow
flower'd Damask Hangings
I Work'd Indian
Counterpain
Hangings of the Room is flower'd
India paper". Remains of one length of these were
discovered when the room was treated for an
outbreak of dry-rot in z99z —
9z. At first sight it
seemed to be a hand-painted
Chinese import
paper of a kind which was just at this date
becoming fashionable
in ladies'edchambers
and dressing rooms in English country houses:
when Mrs Delany stayed at Cornbury
Park,
Oxfordshire, in z746, she described her apartment
as being "so neat and so elegant that I never saw
the next room is hung with
anything equal to it
the finest Indian paper of flowers and alt sorts of
birds (that is my dressing room)
the bedchamber is also hung with Indian paper on a gold
ground
However, closer examination showed
the paper in Lady Jenkinson's
room to be
an English block-printed
example imitating a
Chinese original
even more interesting. It is
printed with a curving stem of a flowering tree
inhabited
birds. With the
by multicoloured
flowered damask hangings on the bed, the room
must have looked very pretty. The paper was

...

...

...

..."

—

z6

...

tg Fragment of green flock wallpaper hung m the Picture
Gallery in t74y, pasted to wall lining boards re-used in the
Blue Damask Dressing Room in tga6

probably hung in z739 for Richard Jenkinson's
account of work done in z738 —
39 mentions "June
Squareing a Marble Slab for Lady
z739
Jenkinsons Room
Setting up a
July zz
Marble Chimneypiece In Lad [sic] Jenkinsons

...

...

...

Room"."

The most radical alterations, however, were
made in the north-west corner of the house.
In z738 the west end of the now-outmoded
Jacobean Gallery was partitioned to form a
new bedchamber, and the adjacent Ante Room
was remodelled to match. The alterations are
mentioned
in letters
that year from Henry
Lord Irwin to Denison, his steward at Temple
Newsam. On z3 March, after referring to "ye
sash in ye dressing room", Lord Irwin continues:
You must also send me up ye measure of ye Dressing
room ye new bed chamber 5c ye room where ye books
now are: ye Depth from ye Cornish of each room to
ye wainscot chair 8c ye length of each except over ye
chimneys. it must be done exactly that I may know wt
will be wanted to hang each room. if you think you
can't do it so exactly yourself you must gett Iken ye
upholsterer from Leeds to do it for you

...

This is very interesting for it shows Lord Irwin
the rooms measured
having
for the paper
hangings mentioned in the z74o inventory, and
these may have been supplied by Iken. Lord Irwin
wrote again on z6 December:

...

[I have] received yours of ye ninth of Deer. Inst:
you
mention in yours
Atkinson has laid my Ladys room
floor: do you mean
[the new] bedchamber over
Claytons room? if you do let me know [how many]
deals he has laid it as also her dressing room floor 5c
in ye bedchamber
have
[?Lady Jenkins]ons floor

...

...

...

...

t6 Capt. Meynelps room (the BouJoir)

in

x9to, showing the yellow silk removed

in t9qg —
yy and rewoven

in

1992

...

ym keep a fire as soon as Mr Wilkinson has made
ceiling and cornish. but let ym take great care to see
5e Iet no shavings nor anything else
ym out every
be left in ym. a fire [should] also be kept in ye new
dressing room 5c I wou'd have Atkinson wainscot it
chair high 5.'line ye wall wth slit deal as high [as] ye
when you go to
cornish but not over ye chimney
Leeds ask ye Carpenter if ye sashes are done if they are
bid him give you ye dimensions of ye glass 5: ye
quantity they will take that are done. [then follows
I hope you keep all
discussion of planting oak trees]
ye rooms well aired wth fires. I am yours 5cc Irwin

...

...

...

So the upper walls of the new bedchamber and
dressing room [Ante Room] were lined with
horizontal tongue-and-groove boards rebated into
timber battens, with raised and fielded panels
below dado level. This is vital evidence, for
subsequent alterations (in the later zytth century
and the ty4os respectively) removed the upper
lining from the bedroom and most of the lower
panelling from the dressing room.
The ty4o inventory gives us an idea of what
these two newly-altered rooms looked like:
In ye New Bedchamber at the End of ye Gallery i bed
with Green Damask hangings. Window hangings of ye

ty Early-Tudor

r8

floor in the window

bay of C.apt. Meynell's

Cover'd with the same a Elbow Chairs
ty Chairs
Do Green postick paper hangings to Room i large
Mohogmy Chist i Mohogmy Dressing Table t Looking
Glass i pair of Mohogmy Drawers i Repeating Clock
i New Grate fireshovel, tongs, poker 5c fender
same

The word

"postick" before "paper hangings"

clearly shows that the prisor did not know how
to describe these new wallpapers: postick meant
in the i 8th century "counterfeit" (OED) implying
that they were cheaper substitutes for an expensive material like velvet. In fact they were flock
paper hangings which in the typos were just
becoming fashionable in aristocratic houses.
The Ante Room had a corner chimneypiece
feature more characteristic of
an old-fashioned
late tpth century or early 18th century houses, like
in ryt6
for which the York
Beningbrough
carver Richard I'isher was paid Ez~y-9-o on
account on I July ty4o, and this is visible on the
z8gos plan." The inventory lists the contents of
the room:
Green
Room
other
Buroe

Damask Window Hangings Green Postick paper
Hangings z. Green Damask Dressing Chairs a
Green Damask Chairs i Strong box 5c frame t
wth Glass Doors I Small pictures wth Guilt

room (the Boudoir)

wth Guilt frames r Mohogmy Card Table r Gould
Edg'd Cup stands upon a foot [?] was formerly ment'd
amongst
plate New Grate, fireshovle, Tongs 5c
poker

Henry Lord Irwin spent more than he could
afford on all these mid-century alterations and,
when his nephew Charles restored the family
fortunes by marrying a wealthy heiress, he retired
to his wife's house, Hills, near Horsham in
wife was Frances, the
Sussex. Charles'ew
illegitimate daughter of Samuel Shepheard of
Exning in Suffolk. Suddenly there must have been
more money to spend on Temple Newsam. The
new owners began almost immediately and in the
twenty years before Charles's death in t778 they
finished off most of what the seventh Viscount
had started, giving some of these rooms superb
decoration in the fashionable rococo style.
Although documentary evidence from now on
is very limited we know that the inconvenient
arrangement
whereby Lady Jenkinson's Room
(Capt. Meynell's on the plan, Plate q) could be
entered only from the rooms either side, or via
in
the adjacent Dark Room, was modified
t759MQ, when a doorway was cut at a cost of s
s z.d. The new door may have been the one from
the lobby leading off the Middle Passage, but the
room seems to have kept its printed chinoiserie
wallpaper and was embellished with its existing
decorative plaster cornice: on t8 February i76o,
Luke Green invoiced Lord Irwin (incidentally
calling the room the New Dressing Room) for to7
blocks (dentils) and leaves, ttt flowers as well as
the cornice moulding and the ceiling itself, for a

f

total of f 8 tq 9/d.
It seems very probable that the delicate rococo
scrollwork was added to the ceilings of the Blue
Striped Dressing Room, the Blue Damask Room
and the Blue Damask Dressing Room during this
campaign and the first two had new handsome
both of which
carved wood chimneypieces
survive." The Blue Damask Room had its walls
fully lined with timber and hung with a truly
exceptional wallpaper,
two pieces of which,
pasted to timber lining-boards, emerged from the
flue during the restoration of the chimneypiece
in t99t. Unfortunately
there is no more than
ten inches of the pattern in height but enough
survives to show that it was a Gothick arcade
with clustered columns, probably supporting ogee
arches and enclosing compartments
alternately
broad and narrow: within these compartments
are baskets of flowers drawn in the liveliest

of the
manner
and the ornaments
architecture are in the same style. Printed on a
grey ground in umber, white and black this paper
was clearly one of the finest mid t8th century
papers that money could buy, and the walls must
have looked like Gothick arcades on three or
four levels.
From the late >76os onwards,
the ninth
Viscount and his wife commissioned feasibility
studies from several architects for renovating the
south wing, which was by that date hopelessly
old-fashioned,
retaining much of its Jacobean
decorative character. Most of the work was
shelved until t79z. when Frances, by now the
Dowager Viscountess, radically altered that part
of the house. However, she may have started
the process in the t77os by removing the main
staircase from its original position next to the
Great Hall to the southern end of the west wing,"
taking up the passage on the courtyard side
together with part of the adjacent rooms (Plate y)
which were reduced in length.
Consequently, the Blue Striped Room was left
with its fireplace towards one corner but was
embellished with a handsome alcove beside the
chimneybreast and this was given plaster imposts
with leaf decoration (see Plate g). The room was
then hung with a blue mixed silk and worsted
damask in a particularly lustrous blue appropriate to the current neoclassical style. A small
piece of this fabric is all that survives of the
ninety-two yards of this wall covering mentioned
in the inventory of t8o8, taken after Frances's
death, and it was evidently used for the window
curtains and the covers of the chairs.
The Blue Striped Dressing Room was probably
rehung at the same time in green silk damask,
with matching window curtains and seat covers;
an even smaller fragment of this silk has been
discovered, in a deep green colour which matches
the silk hung in the Blue Damask Room (its
bedroom). The adjacent Dark Room had a bed
with green harateen (wool) hangings and the
walls may at this date have been hung with a
white-ground
with yellow
printed
wallpaper
stars.
The Blue Damask Room had already lost its
Gothick wallpaper which was replaced by "tyz
yards of green silk hangings" used also for the
bed, the seat covers of the eight chairs and for the
window curtains. Three long, thin strips of this
deep green damask have been found behind the
door architraves during the recent restoration
rococo

work, enough to prove that the pattern was the
same as that of the Green flock wallpaper in the
Picture Gallery, the perennially popular design
sometimes know today as Amberley. The Blue
Damask Dressing Room beyond had green mixed
damask hangings but no trace of these has
been found.
Capt. Meynell's room was, in this 18o8
inventory, called "Lady Irwin's Bed chamber"
and must still have had its English printed
chinoiserie wallpaper hung nearly seventy years
earlier, for no new hangings are mentioned
although the bed was now hung with chintz; there
were four green and white japanned chairs and
two other chairs "stuffed in linen and green check
case[s]". The Ante Room and the New Bedchamber (by now called Lady Irwin's Dressing
Room) in the north-west corner must still have
retained their green flock paper hangings as the
subsidiary furnishings were mostly green.

The r9th century
When the last Viscountess died in 18oy, Temple
Newsam was inherited by the eldest of her five
did not use the
daughters but she apparently
house until after the death of her husband the
Marquess of Hertford in 18zz., and may anyway
have spent most of her time at her London home,
Hertford House in Manchester Square. Nevertheless, she seems to have begun to redecorate
Temple Newsam in about z8z6, starting with the
Picture Gallery and the rooms on the ground floor
of the south wing, and moving on to the rooms
we are looking at c. 18zg. The evidence is a piece
of paper pasted to the wall linings of the Blue
Striped Dressing Room, which specifies that
"This Bed 8c Dressing room was papered first
time in j 8z9
and Again znd time in t86g
and once more in r886 (Plate to). This enables us
to date successive schemes to the very year.
The Blue Striped Room and Dressing Room
were united as one apartment for the first time in
z8zy and both were hung with the paper that gave
them their name. The Dressing Room had its
walls relined with wall-boards saved when the
Picture Gallery was stripped in 18z6, and was
given a wall cupboard in its north-west corner.
The bedchamber next door probably had its
green damask wallhangings
replaced by wallon a
with
leaves
in reserve
printed
paper
greenish-blue
satin ground: the date z8zg is
carved into the top edge of the door in the north

...",

wall, leading to the Blue Damask Dressing Room,
with which it may have been connected for the
first time. The Blue Damask Dressing Room
marble
probably lost its typos fleur-de-peche
bolection-mould
in favour of a
chimneypiece
much smaller plain white marble one. The green
mixed damask hangings in this Dressing Room
were removed when the worm-eaten wallboards
were replaced by more of the wallboards recycled
from the Picture Gallery (see Plate rg)." A greenground wallpaper was hung instead and a similar
green-ground
paper (with classical water-leaf
border incorporating a flocked line) may also
have been hung in place of the zygo chinoiserie
wallpaper in the room called Capt. Meynell's."
The Ante-Room and the bedroom beyond must
have been hung with crimson paper hangings for
in her manuscript inventory of 188o Mrs Meynell
Ingram called them the Crimson Bed Room and
Crimson Dressing Room. The most likely pattern
is the so-called Pomegranate design, substantial
fragments of which have been found in the lobby
between the Bed Room and the Gallery, on the
north side of the timber partition wall."
The r8qo floor plan (Plate q) gives the rooms
their current names but there is no still no other
evidence that the Blue Damask Room and its
Dressing Room had blue damask wallhangings at
the time: perhaps the blue damask hung on the
bed instead.
The i 86'edecoration
was
undertaken
(unusually for Temple Newsam during the tqth
century) for a male owner, Hugo Charles Meynell
Ingram, son of the third of the last Viscountess's
daughters. Where we can identify it, his taste
mid-Victorian, uninspired
seems conventionally
with the female owners who
in comparison
preceded and followed him. So the Blue Striped
Room and its Dressing Room received a pale
mauve paper imitating a watered silk, offset by a
paper border in the form of ivy leaves printed in
aggressive greens and browns. Moire papers like
these were often hung in bedrooms and dressing
rooms in Victorian England. The Blue Damask
Room may have had its blue-green wallpaper
replaced by another printed in white and red, but
the Dressing Room and Capt. Meynell's may have
kept their greenish wallpapers. The Dark Rooms
were decorated with wallpapers throughout the
r~yth century. Although
there are no inventories,
descriptions or photographs of the rooms around
this time, we can imagine
that they were
becoming overcrowded in typical Victorian style.
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When Hugo Charles's daughter-in-law
Emily
the Hon. Mrs Meynell
Ingram,
inherited Temple Newsam in t8p< at the age of
thirty-one on the death of her husband she let a
few years pass before starting to remodel the
house to suit her needs and taste, apparently
beginning with the conversion of the Georgian
Library at the end of the Picture Gallery into a
Chapel in t8yy, using George Frederick Bodley as
her architect. Before she started on the rooms in
the west wing she recorded how some of them
were furnished, in a list compiled in t88o. The
Blue damask Bed Room contained a "Large
Carved Bed with green Velvet Hangings" and the
same was used for the window curtains; amongst
the other furnishings were "One large Japanese
One Japanese
Wardrobe in three divisions
Five
cabinet, brown with ivory figures on it
large Chippendale chairs with carved legs R feet
all
one ditto sofa
one ditto armchair
covered with chintz". There were also "Two

Charlotte,

large gold mirrors with Ropes all gilt on East
Two circular glasses on West do."
Wall
and a number of pieces of oriental blue and
white porcelain contributed to its eclectic, even
Aesthetic character.
In <88<> she was redecorating these first floor
rooms. We can be fairly sure that she decided
from the outset that the Dark Rooms, which had
apparently been used by Lady's Maids right up to
this date, were to be converted into bathrooms,
giving the occupants of the bedchambers greater
comfort and privacy.
Bodley may have advised her on the wallcoverings throughout, for the papers chosen not
only represent his taste but also were, in some
o., the firm of
cases, m tde by Watts c'
decorators he and hi» partner C>amer set up to
execute his commissions. The Blue Striped Room,
therefor<, v as hung with a blue-ground paper
printed in six or seven colours with a pattern of
jasmine blossoms, recalling a design he had
registered in June t8yo. An inventory of tgoz
indicates that there was a fitted blue pile carpet
and chintz curtains and valance, presumably
matching the valances of th» French marquetry
bed placed in the bed alcove. The room was later
hung with a wallpaper imitating a woven fabric,
as seen in the earliest photograph we have (Plate
s), and survived until the room was completely
altered by Philip Hendy in <«gag —
q4 (Plate 6).
The Dressing Room underwent more radical
alteration. Mrs Meynell Ingram clearly wanted
another bedroom here so she had an arched
bed-alcove (modelled on the one in the Blue
Striped Room) thrown back into the Dark Room
behind, and had the room hung v"ith a magnificent blue-green wallpaper printed by Watts R.
Co. in a pattern called Genoese, a pattern based
on a late <yth century Italian damask and said to
have been designed by the architect George
Gilbert Scott the younger in t8yy (Plate y). Both
these rooms had "Parisian" bedsteads placed
across the alcoves so that they did not protrude
into the rooms and risk being damaged by the
heat from the fireplaces. There was a fitted green
and a bordered Persian rug; the
undercarpet
"Marqueterie French bedstead" had "olive plush
side Valances" matching the pair of lined green
velvet window curtains. Besides other bedroom
furniture there was a "Japanned Hip Bath. z
Bath Blanket. China
Japanned Water Cans
foot bath 5c large Ewer." The only picture, the
portrait of Sir Thomas Ingram, was in the
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overmantel, and remained there until Hendy's
alterations of the 194os (Plate 8).
The red and white wallpaper in the Blue
Damask Room was replaced by the Genoese
design in a slightly sharper blue colour, It retained
the same "Bedstead with finely carved pillars...8c
full set of green embossed velvet Curtains" with
a pair of window curtains to match; however,
three crimson window blinds made a contrast.
There were seven paintings, including the portrait
of Miss Ingram in its elaborately carved frame
over the chimneypiece
(Plate t t), and two
drawings. This decorative scheme again survived
until t9g9 when a blue cotton damask was
huIlg.
The Blue Damask Dressing Room was hung
with a wallpaper
which has generally
been
attributed to the progressive designer (and ardent
socialist) William Morris. This was the pattern
known as Indian, first printed ct8yt, and the
wallpaper can be discerned in the background of
a photograph
taken in t9g8, although it was
replaced by green cotton damask the following
year. It is a traditional serpentine pattern entirely
appropriate for a room with Georgian plasterwork and it has recently emerged that William
Morris illustrated the pattern in an article in
the 9th edition of Encyclopaedi a Bri tanni ca,
describing it as "a good English example of
t8th-century wall-paper printed on squares of
stout hand-made
paper z.z, inches wide. The
design is apparently
copied from;1n Indian

chintz."'omplementing

blue
insistently
Morris Indian wallpaper in t9oz were a crimson
Brussels carpet with a crimson Axminster hearthrug, and a pair of embossed green velvet window
curtains. It contained a "Mahogany
French
Bedstead with green plush Valances" and much
other bedroom furniture besides. There was just
one picture, Benjamin Wilson's portrait, The
its

MarcI1ioness of Hertford 6: I~er four Sisters.
Capt. Meynell's Room was hung with a yellow
version of the Genoese paper complete with its
patterned background but this was damaged by
an attack of dry-rot in one corner of the room
and was replaced before t9to by a magnificent
yellow silk d;1mask in a famous pattern, woven
or some other Braintree firm.
by Warner's
Fletcher Moss's Pilgrimages to Old Homes (Plate
t6) shows this silk on the walls which were hung
with fourteen paintings in two tiers. The room
was then very fully furnished; the floor was
covered with Indian matting and a bordered

Oriental carpet; a bookcase built into an alcove
contained a hundred and sixty two books.
In t889 Mrs Meynell Ingram had her architect
C.E.Kempe alter the passage (hitherto known as
the Blue Passage, perhaps because the Blue
Damask Room and its Dressing Room opened off
it).'" It was widened at either end
reducing the
Dark Rooms to narrow lobbies henceforward
used as bathrooms or lumber rooms
and
provided with an elaborate cast fibrous-plaster
ceiling and frieze, and with oak panelling
executed by Norman Bc Burt of Burgess Hill in
Sussex. The doors into the bedrooms and dressing
rooms had to be modified, as their foreman, Percy
John Court, wrote: "This door was thinned down
5c faced with oak when the paneling in the
Coridor was fixed t889". This left the t8th
century surface on the room side and the
door-handles had to be raised to suit the panels
on the corridor side, and handsome new cast
brass rim locks were provided.
While the
doors were being adapted the workmen inscribed
their names on them: "Alfred Mighill", and
"William Vine Burgess Hill Sussex May p 1889";
the latter added an intriguing message: "Rub
will see the
your eyes with sows milk/you
wind". In the Blue Damask Dressing Room the
tgth century architraves were taken down when
the new oak linings were inserted and then
replaced, as recorded in inscriptions behind one
of them:
A Mighill

July 8 1889

These Architraves was taken down and refixed to Oak
lineings July 1889 by William Vine from Burgess Hill

Sussex

Weather very hot and dry haying nearly done Balloon
ascent in Roundh.1y Park next Bank Holid;1y August
1st 1889

From about t89o the passage was lit at intervals
along its length by wrought iron gas brackets
perhaps made hy Thomas Elsley. At the end
nearest the Picture Gallery a little lobby was
added (perhaps in t894) to give the entry to the
Gallery greater prominence. In t9oz., the passage
had crimson felt thc whole length and a bordered
Axminster carpet with several bordered Persian
rugs; the sleigh was placed in the central window
bay and there was a full complement of ottomans,
chairs, cabinets, oriental porcelain and around
forty pictures, many of which are visible in an
early photograph (Plate zt).

l9 Mrs Meynell Ingrnm's hedroom

>n

ivro

At some time after 189t Mrs Meynell Ingram
also altered her dressing room and bedroom in
the north-west corner of the house. In the former,
she had the chimneypiece removed from its corner
position to the north wall (its hearthstone
protrudes into the ceiling of the room below
and rests partly on the central beam there),
and relined the walls to mask the scar, with a
red printed wallpaper
replacing the Regency
Pomegranate flock paper. At the same time, the
ceiling was probably given its plaster enrichments
and the frieze its block and leaf detail (Plate z8).
In her bedroom, she took out the ty3os bolectionmould chimneypiece and replaced it with the
classical-style example in siena and statuary
marble which she had removed from the Dining
Room in the t889 —
9t alterations there." She then
had the room hung with a handsome damask-type
pattern wallpaper in green and white with green
flock, visible in a photograph taken a few years
after her death (Plate z9).

The zoth century
It was in this decorative guise that the city of
Leeds acquired Temple Newsam in September
>922, although most of the contents had been
dispersed in the sale six weeks before, lending the
rooms a sad impersonal appearance. Bereft of its
furnishings, the Blue Striped Room was used for
the display of man-traps from the Park together
with armour
which had contributed
to the
decoration of the Great Hall (Plate y). In t9zy the
house was transferred to the Libraries and Arts
Sub-Committee and in March t92.9 they had the
two doorways reopened between the Boudoir
(Capt. Meynell's) and the rooms either side to
help visitor circulation.
In t93y Temple Newsam was placed under the
control of the Director of the City Art Gallery,
Philip Hendy. Almost immediately he organised
an exhibition of pictures and furniture in t938,
which led to a policy establishing
Temple
Newsam as "A museum of decorative arts,
23
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ao Mrs Meynell Ingram's bedroom in tv6l, showing the chimneypiece
rgth century original white and siena marble chimneypicce

showing craftsmanship of past centuries against a
harmonious background such as the Art Gallery
cannot provide."'is programme was modified
by the outbreak of war which necessitated the
evacuation of the Art Gallery's collections to
Temple Newsam, where "five of the Georgian
rooms on the first floor of the West Wing and
three [later five] on the first floor of the South
Wing have been adapted as galleries for modern
pictures." Work on the west wing began in
t938 —39 when the Blue Damask Room and its
Dressing Room were hung with new cotton
damasks. Itl I943—
44 the remaining three rooms
were not only redecorated
but also partly
reconstructed, the Blue Striped Room and its
dressing room being painted yellow, and the
Boudoir (with skirting board and dado rail
brought from Seacroft Hall) painted first red then
tu rq uoi se.
Hendy's work involved pretty fundamental
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4S in

place of the "unsuit tble" late

alterations which, fortunately for us, he recorded
in a series of notes compiled in October z943
before he left to be Director of the National
Gallery in London (Temple Newsam archives).
His memory was not comprehensive but these
notes (together with photographs taken during
the z938 exhibition and before) give invaluable
information about what he destroyed and why.
The Blue Striped Dressing Room, for instance,
had an alcove in the S.E. corner [Plate 3], projecting
into what is now the china Store-room, and beside it
at the N. end oF the E. Wall was a small doorway into
the dressing room ]actually the maid's Dark Room]
behind. This destroyed what symmetry the room had,
but the mantle-piece was also in the centre of the
projecting part of the S. wall, so that the rest of the
room had no relation to the design of the ceiling.

In order to create the symmetry the Georgians
had so carelessly failed to achieve, Hendy had the
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za The Oak Passage e. z9oo. The Earl

of H«IlifcIx
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stone mantle-piece
from the
brought
boudoir, and put, as nearly as possible, under the centre
of the ceiling [Plate 6]. The over-mantle was removed
to the centre of the East wall, and with the bottom
moulding cut off, became a frame to the show-case.
The dado which had not been remade along the East
wall was brought forward to carry it.
present

The work was done by the "house joiner and
painter, one of whom has a disablement pension,
while the other is over the age for national service,
[who] have been able to continue the work of
restoration and decoration which is gradually
restoring to the house more of its eighteenth
century appearance". No fundamental structural
alterations were made after Hendy left for the
National Gallery.

The 1990s
Hendy's
of contemporary
art
championship
during the war years was wholly admirable but,
a generation later, with a more sophisticated
and demanding public, it has become desirable
to return the rooms as far as possible to
their appearance under private ownership. The
removal of the particularly
hard-wearing
cork
floor tiles, which had made the rooms look so
was the first step in the
drearily institutional,
recent restoration.
The Blue Striped Room has had its arched
recesses on the north and south walls reinstated
complete with their handsome plaster imposts.
(reclaimed from the
The marble hearth-stone
dressing room next door) and chimneypiece have
also been restored, most of the latter having to be
remade using the old photograph as a guide, but
the fluted frieze was retrieved from its position
over a doorcase on the stone staircase in the
north-west angle of the house whence it had been
removed in 1943—
44. Philip Hendy had noted that
the door architraves in this staircase had been
brought from elsewhere in the house, and with
their fluting these are consistent stylistically with
the chimneypiece so they have been brought back
into this room and remade where necessary; there
would have been a door between the Blue Striped
Room and its dressing room and one has been put
in. The room will shortly be re-hung with a
reproduction of the Victorian wallpaper which
graced the room for several years from
Blue Striped Dressing Room has also been
returned to its Victorian appearance. The proper
wooden chimneypiece has been set up once more
(having returned from Capt. Meynell's Room)
1886.'he

with new marble blocks and ingoes matching the
originals, and the overmantel frame reinstated
with the portrait of Thomas Ingram. Considerable areas of carving had to be replicated and this
was done by our furniture conservator lan Fraser,
working from an early photograph;
he also
remade the wall-cupboard
in the north-west
corner of the room. It was decided to rebuild the
late-Victorian bed-alcove and replace the door
into the Dark Room beyond, using the original
door which had migrated to another part of the
house. When the work was completed the room
was rehung with a reproduction of the r886 Watts
R. Co. Genoese wallpaper, printed from the
very blocks used more than a century earlier
(Plate p).
The Blue Damask Room has had its jib-door
reinstated and the chimneypiece has been restored
and painted white, along with the carved pine
picture frame over it. The ceiling has been washed
to avoid clogging the delicate rococo plasterwork
and the walls have been hung with a facsimile
reprint (using the same type of paper, pigments
and mediums as the 18th century original) of a
rococo-gothick wallpaper found in a house near
St. Paul's Cathedral in London. This is the closest
match for the wallpaper discovered in this room
at Temple Newsam in 1991 on lining boards
pushed up the chimney flue (Plate 13). Returned
to its ryS9 appearance (Plate 14), this interior is
all but unique of its kind in Britain, while only
one paper of this architectural
character still
hangs in a house in the U.S.A.
In the Blue Damask Dressing Room, the door
from the oak passage and the jib door into the
Dark Room (which were removed in t939) have
been reinstated, with the 192.9 break-through into
the next room retained so as not to make visitor
circulation too difficult. The room has been
relined with horizontal boards, and the intrusive
and poorish quality wooden chimneypiece from
Seacroft Hall (installed in 1939) removed and
replaced by the fine rococo chimneypiece with
Siena marble ingoes which had been set up in Mrs
Meynell Ingram's
bedroom near the Picture
Gallery in t948. This matches the ty6os character
of the plasterwork of the ceiling and has been
painted white as it was in the Georgian period.
No trace of the 18th century wall coverings was
found and only small fragments of what may be
the Regency wallpaper, so the room has regained
the pattern called Indian which was hung in the
188os. This wallpaper has been reprinted in the

original colours, not from the Jeffrey 5c Co.
blocks used then, for these were destroyed in the
icyqos, but from contemporary blocks belonging
to John Perry 8c Co. in Islington; it now provides
once more a fine and appropriate background for
Georgian furniture.
Capt. Meynell's room has had to undergo
much restoration work. The lower walls had lost
their panelling and this was remade with raised
and fielded ptinels as in the Ante Room and Bed
Chamber near the Picture Gallery which had been
part of the same igloos alterations. The chimneypiece went back to the Blue Striped Dressing
Room where it belonged, so a spare marble one
with a satyr mask keystone has now been set up
marble hearth-stone
here, with the original
retrieved from the cellars. The floor could not
conveniently be raised eight inches to its pre-i8So
level (two steps are shown in the little passage)
so the panels seem somewhat high in relation to
their width. The opening made in ic>zoic into the
Ante Room beyond was blocked once more, and
the door reopened to the Oak Passage via the
lobby (whose Victorian oak panelling insttilled in
tSF(cy has been remade, with the elaborate cast
plaster ceiling revealed once more). Mrs Meynell
Ingram used the room as her Sitting Room by the
end of the Victorian period (Plate t6), so it has
been hung with a reproduction
(by Richard
Humphreys Silk Weaving Co.) of the yellow silk
removed in t cy4q —
4y. Some of the original survives
in the collection and more of the same pattern
was saved from the Meynell Ingram's Victori>in
house at Hoar Cross a few years ago. The room
has been densely hung with paintings as Mrs
Meynell Ingram had it.
In the Ante Room, the glazed cupboards
brought up from the Still Room by Philip Hendy
in tc>pcs —
4o have been returned to their original
location, revealing the small limestone hearth in
the middle of the north wall (Plate iS): in size and
naaterial this matches the chimneypiece formerly
in the Boudoir so this htis been reinstated in the
Ante Room which will receive the crimson
Pomegranate flock wallpaper hung here in the
tf)zos. The same wallpaper will be re-hung in Mrs
Meynell Ingram's bedroom. Determined efforts
will be made from now on (though progress will
inevitably be slow) to refurnish all these rooms as
the bed chambers and dressing rooms they have
been throughout their four centuries of private
ownership, from the early sixteenth to the early
twentieth.

r. This

was
was revealed when some of the panelling
temporanly removeJ for cxplorltion ul >9/1.
z. E.W. Crossley (cd.), "A Temple Newsam Inventory,
I)65", Yorksl>ire Arch<>colo< ie<>l jonrn Ii, XXV (>9>8—I<7),
PP. (PI —>00.
u As n<>tcd in the i(74os by Philip Hendy, and again in thc
recent r<.storation.
I'.Jmund
As
in
the
monument
commemor<iting
Kederm>nster anJ his fam>ly, i 59', .It I..ingley Marish in
Berkshire.
s. West Yorkshire Archives Service LccJs, TN/EA I/ I ()C

(T697).

However, the earliest photograph of thc <vest front mken
ISII7 shovvs .I conventional rcctangul.ir Cieorgian sash
)vuido<v .>nJ no v>s>blc evidence of any Venetian windows.
R. Wilkinson was p;iid For plastering the window mullions
01> zo October I74z.
The origin<il t>mber grounds were uncovered when t'llc
w(ills vvcrc ~tripped to the brick >n I<y<yu
Tll<.'clitlc of rills clllliincvp>ccc Is 7/ Inclics fu< ther (vest
th<in the prcscnt one,,ind at 6o inches it iv<is somewhat
wider as <veil; the height to thc shelf w;is 67'/ inches.
Thc panel;ib<>ve mc;>sures 66 x 57/ inches v:hich w;is
presumably thc size of the paint>ng Iis well: if the portrait
of Miss Ingrim originally hung herc (is it diJ Juring thc
>(7th century) >t must once have bccn wider;ind was cut
Jown either siJc to fit thc new rococo-style frame which
is consistent with the i75V/60 decor of the room.
>0 TN EA Iz/io, fcnkinson i>>c t.
Disturbance in thc ceiling joists, thc plaster ce>l>ng and
I I
cornice,,ind thc wall-boar<Is in the room, suggests that
the chimncypiecc was removed from the corner to its
pl'cscnt position on the north vval) between I II)0 ilnd the
late I I(I)os.
The chimncypiccc and ovcrmantcl in the Blue Striped
Dressing Room were once thought to h,ive been those set
up in thc C eorgian I.>brary in I, 54 and moved,iftcr that
room bcc.>me the «h.ipcl in >I(77, but they seem to be too
narrow I'or thc I.ibr;iry.
It is st>ll f(ir from clc:ir whether this <Cork <vms done in thc
I 5
>77os or thc >z~yos.
I4 These rc-used board~ retained c<>nsiderablc <>mounts of the
m.ignificcnt green flock paper hung >n thc Picture Chillcry
In <745 (PI'Ov>llg Inc>JC>ltillli'h.it a stCncil hiid bCCII IISCJ

mai)UFIct'lire).
fragments ot both these green ground pap«rs;>nd
th«border h;ivc rec(.ntly come to light.
r6 Minute tr(iccs of crimson flock p;>per have been found on
thc will-hoirJS of thc C:rimson Dressing Ro<>m bene>th

I)

I~)

In

>t's

SOI<111

later pruitcJ crimson paper.
XVII (itttt4), p. I(x I am indebted to I.cslcy Hoskins,
thc;irchivist,it Arthur Sandcrson BSon, for this
Fisc>I)<lung Info>'I>>at>OII. It's noi',Ililc th<it two of thc
(v(illp(>per pittcrns fav<)urcJ by Mrs Meyncll Ingrim,
C'< no< se and
In(i>(n> werc also chosen For rooms .It
I owJcrham C:;istic, the scir of thc t:..>rl of Devon ncir
Exeter, ivhen. thc( still h;ing tod;iy; the exphination is
that Mrs Mcynell Ingram's brother, Charles Wood,
second Viscount Halifax, m,>rued Lady Agnes C:ourten,iy,
daughter of thc E.irl of Devon
Thc corresponding passage on the second floor, with the
Red Bedroom and Rcd Dressing Room, was knov:n as the
Red Pa~sage.
(I

V<>l.

iy. See Leeds Arts ('alendar, No. sso (t~yqz), p. ig and Plate
ra.
zo. Annual Report of the
Temple Neu'sam (Mansion)
C:omtntttee, i938—
39, P

...

az. The blue stripe paper which gave the room its name

will

be reprinted for a room in the south wing for which no
historic papers survive.
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